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Look at the picture. What are the
materials utilised here? What are the
different things that you saw between
your waking up and reaching the
school? \Arhat are the devices that you
have handled during this time? \Vhat
are the materials {rom which these are
made of? Can you tabulate?
We are living in a world full of diverse
materials. You have understood that

these materials, with different but
distinct characteristics are formed by
the combination of elements. Thus
elements are the basic constituents o{
al1 materials"

* \ rhat are the constituent elements
of sugar?

GHEMTGAT

Bour

elements are familiar to you? Fi1l up
the table 3.1.

Compound

.

Constituent elements

Water

Table 3.1

At the beginning of the 19ft century AD
only thirty elements were known. By
1860, twice that number of elements
had been discovered. Thereafter, man
discovered many more elements and
even synthesised some new elements.
You have become familiar with a table

of elements in 'Basic Science' of
Standard VIII.

* How many elements
Similarly, what are the other

were

tabulated there?

compounds in which the constituent

P|1tilcoiSCiengeitx

in how many ways were they
classified?

Are the majority of them metals or
non-metals?

Consider the case o{ metals. Do you see

among metals, some with similar
properties and some others with
different properties?
Let us famiiiarise ourselves with the

characteristics
lVhen more and more elements were

discovered, the study

of

of

some metallic

eiements (table 3.2).

their

Carry out some of these chemical

characteristics and the attempts at
classification on that basis got
intensified in the scientific world.

reactions, which you can do with the
help of your teacher.

The first attempt in

this regard

was

In the case of non-metals a1so, such
differences in properties can be seen.
For example, how much different is

then

oxygen from carbon in its properties!.

1789,

elements

known into metals
and non-metals.

You have learned the common
characteristics of metals and that of
non-metals. What are they? Try to
recollect.

It is the distinct

differences in

properties of elements that have led to
their classiJication into various groups.

Metal
Sodium

Iron
Potassium

7)nc
Silver

similar properties?

made by the French
scientist Lavosiere.
he
classified the thirty

In
Antoine J,avosiere

Which are the elernents showing

Reaction
with water

If that be the case, is it not necessary to

find a better way of classifying
elements?

In the study of elements John Dalton's

atomic theory was a turning point.
Dalton found that atoms of each
element have a fixed mass, though
very small. This is so srnall that it is
Reaction with
dilute acid

Vigorous reaction
Vigorous reaction
producing hydrogen producing hydrogen
No reaction with
cold water

Slow reaction
producing hydrogen

Vigorous reaction
Vigorous reaction
producing hydrogen producing hydrogen
No observable

l

Density

980C

0.97g/cm3

L5370C

7.879,/ cn3

64aC

0.869/cm3

Moderate reaction
producing hydrogen

4190C

7.1g/ crn3

reaction

No reaction

No reaction

9620C

10.5glcm3

Table 3.2

?!

Melting
point

Hnys col 5ctences

not possible to measure it by common
methods. That being so, let us see how
the masses of atoms are expressed.

Relative atomic mass
What are the possible methods for
measuring the length of an object? Can
the length of a note book be used for
measuring the length of the desk in the
class room? The length of the note

atom was found to be about 16 times
the mass of one hydrogen atom. (fig 3.1
- a symbolic presentation).

Atomic mass unit
1..

for scienhfc reasons
part ofn cnrbon
,'i'1'
-12 atom hns been accepted as the unit
noztt. This is one qtomic msss

unit. It is

nou called unified mass (u).IMen it is

book can be taken as one unit of

stnted thst the relntiae atomic mnss of

comparative length and then used to
measure the length and breadth of the
desk in the class room and other such

oxygen is 16, it menns that the mass of
one oxygen atom is 76 times of the

$il'

mass of n carbon -12 atom. The atomic

objects.

In this way, by the use of comparative
masses, the masses of even small

objects can be determined. This
method of expressing the mass of an
object in comparison with the mass of
another object or a specific portion of
it is called relative mass. The mass of
an atom can also be expressed in this
way. This is called relative atomic
mass.

The smallest atom having the least
mass is the hydrogen atom. In olden
days, it was by taking the mass of
hydrogen atom as one unit, that the
relative atomic masses of other
elements were expressed. According to
this measurement, the mass of oxygen

mnsses of some elements, expressed as

tltt

nearest decimal or uthole number are
giuen belozo. The actual alomic mass is
giuen zoithin bracl.,ets

.

Atomic
mass (u)

Element

1

Hydrogen

(1.008)

Carbon

"12 (t2.011.)

Nitrogen
Oxygen

"t4

(14.007)

1.6 (-r5.eee)
)a (11 AA\

Sodium

3s.s

Chlorine
Magnesium

24

(35.45)
(24.3)

Table 3.3

As most of the elements haoe more than
one isotope the noerage of the atomic
masses of all the isotopes is taken as tlrc
relatiae atomic mass of the element

.

After this, the scientists attempted to
classify elements on the basis of their
atomic masses.

Fig

3.1

llyllcqlsqlelrqql|
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of elements.

Dobereiner's tfiads
After Lavosiere, an attempt for the
classification of elements was made
mainly by the German scientist

1

2

3

1

5

6

7

H

Li

Be

B

c

N

o

13

"t+

9 10 11
F
Na Mg Al
15 1.6 L7
CIKCa
8

12
Si

PS

Dobereiner, in AD 1829. He observed
that elements can be classified into
groups of three on the
basis of similarities of
properties. He named
them triads. Three such
triads are given below.

Even though, only very few elements
can be arralged in this manner, the fact
that there is a repetitive pattern when
elements are arranged in the order of

(Against each one the
atomic mass is noted)

their atomic masses gave a new
direction to the attempts at

Dobereiner
(1780,184e)

tlT7_] IdI 4o_-.l lEls3
lr" l r', I ls. rt.nl I o.l *n

ffi@rr

classification.

Introducing periodic table

I

In the triads, the atomic mass of the
middle element is roughly the
average of the atomic masses of the
first and third eiements. He observed

A more significant contribution to the
classification of elements was made by
the Russian scientist, Dmitri Ivanovich
Mendeleev. It was Mendeleev's
periodic table that provided the
scientific foundation for the systematic

A drawback of

study of chemistry. In AD 1869
Mendeleev carried out a detailed

known at that time could not be

study of al1 the 63 elements which were
then known, and prepared separate

such a relation in their properties also.

Dobereiner's
classification is that all the elements
grouped as triads.

Music in chemistry
John Newlands, an English chemist,
discovered that when elements were
arranged in the ascending order of

their atomic masses, each eighth
element had similar properties as
those of the first. This reminded him
of the repetitive pattern of the notes
of the musical octave - sa, ri, ga, ma,
pa, dha, ni, sa. . . . the eighth note being
a repetition of the first. Aren't the
properties of elements also like this?
This is known as the law of octaves.
Take a look at Newlands' arrangement

E

fhtqiadSc'ret'ces

cards for ali elements containing
details such as their names, atornic
masses and properties. He kept the
cards of elements which showed
simiiar properties in one group and
compared their atomic masses. After
years of intense study, he established
that as atomic mass increases, the
properties of elements are repeated in
a periodic manner. He classified the
elements on the basis of this periodic

repetition and thus created the
periodic tab1e. Based on this,
repetitive tendency in the properties
of the elements Mendeleev
propounded the periodic 1aw in 1869.

I

I

Oxide

R,O

RO

R.O.

Hydride

RH

RH.

RH.

Periods

B

R

RO,
RH

R

RO
RH"

RrO.

RH.
R

R

Rro,
RH

Ro.'

Transition

B

B

H

1

1.008
2

3

4

Firsi

Li

Be

B

C

6.939

9.012

10.81

1

Na

Mg

AI

22.99

24.37

29.98

Si
28.09

K

Ca
40.08

series
39.102
Cu
Second
series:
63.54
5

6

First

2.011

N

o

F

14.OO7

15 99S

18.998

P

S

C1

30.974

32.06

35.453

Ti
47.90

Zt
65.37

50.94

Cr

Mn

50.20

54 94

As

Se

71.92

7A 96

Zt

Nb

Mo

series
85.47
87 .62
88.91
91.22
92.97
Second
Ag
Cd In
Sn
Sb
series:
1,07.87
7t2.04 7"14.82 "t18.69 121.75

95.94

First
series
Second
series:

Rb

Y

Sr

Cs
132.90

137.34

Au
196.97

La

Fff

Ta

138.91

1,78.49

180.95

Ba

Hg Ti
200.59 204.37

Pb
207 19

Fe

Co

55.85 58.93

Ni
58.71

Br
79.909

Ru Rh

Tc
Pd
99 't01 .o7 102.91 106 4

Te

I

127.60

126.90

OshPt
183.85

190.2 192.2 195.09

Bi
208 9A

Mendeleev's periodic table

.
.

The properties of elements
on their atomic masses.

depend Why has the name 'Periodic

When elements are arranged in
ascending order of their
atomic masses, it is seen that their
properties are repeated at
specific intervals.

The vertical columns in the periodic
table are called groups and the
horizontal rows are ca11ed periods. It

can be seen that

in Mendeleev's

periodic tab1e, the basis of classification
of elements is their atomic masses.

*

From among the elements famillar
to you, where do you find those
with similar properties - in groups
or in periods?

Table'
been given to the table of elements?
Think of it in relation to the periodic
law.

Merits and demerits
. Mendeleev's attempt was to
arrange the elements in the
ascending order of their atomic
masses at the same time placing the

elements wil h sim ila r properties in
lhe same group. lor this purpose

he even corrected the atomic
masses of certain elements.

Consider an example.

At that time beryllium was assigned
an atomic mass 14. But beryllium is
chemically similar to magnesium and
calcium. Therefore, he put tirese
e11,9tco I Scren-es

l[2q-

elements into the same group by
changing the atomic mass of beryllium
as 9. Later, this was proved right.

.

Did Mendeleev strictly adhere to
the ascending order of atomic
masses in his periodic table?
Examine Co, Ni, Te, and I.

Co

Ni

58.93

58.69

TeI
"127.6 I "126.9

Why was the ascending order not
followed? Was it because more
importance was given to the placing
of elements with similar properties in
the same group than to the ascending
order of atomic masses?

.

To place the elements having
similar properties in the same
group, Mendeleev had to leave
certain ceils in his periodic table
empty. He predicted that the
elements which were to be placed
in these empty ce11s were yet to be
discovered, and that they would be
discovered in {uture. He called the
elements to be placed in the empty
cells below aluminium and silicon
as eka aluminium and eka silicon

respectively. He even predicted
their properties.
Six years after Mendeleev had stated
his periodic law, eka alumjnium was
discovered. Find out the new name of
that element from the modern periodic
tab1e.

Do you know what Mendeleev said
about the melting point of eka
aluminium?

'If

I hold it in my hand, it will melt'.
The melting point of gallium is 30.20C
3

0 liPhysiaol SaienCea

and our body temperature is

370C.

l\rhat an accurate prediction!
The scientific world of those days that
was reluctant to accept the periodic law
and periodic table was stunned by the
accuracy of Mendeleev's prediction.

As the Mendeleev's periodic table
became more popular, some of its
defects were also noticed. Look at the
elements arranged in group 1. (table
3 4).

*

Do all these have similar 'E Group
o

properties?

*

* Is it

AB

CJ

Can hvdrogen, which is
a non-metal, be included
in this group?

correct to place

c.
1

H

2

I,i

3

Na

+

l{

copper and silver in the

same group with
sodium and potassium?
Examine this in relation
to their properties.

5
6

1

Cu

Rb Ag
Cs Au

Note down the conclusions in the
science diary.

AI lhe lime u,hen

.
'.".".i.:

!n*3

Mendeleezt introduced

his periodic table

ezten

electrons utere not
discoaered. Eoen then
the periodic toble zLtns

able to proaide a
scientific base for the
Me_ndeleer, sludV oI che m is try
17834-1907\ . . I

(,hr(h, al Iho[ [tmc (r,as
dtscribed as an unorganized kitchen. ln
his honour the 107st elenent utas nnmed
Mendeleaium.
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Atomic structure and the
modern periodic table

Examine the modern periodic table
and find out the following.

The modern periodic table, which we
now use, is the improved version of
Mendeleev's periodic table.

*
*

New discoveries and the knowledge
gained about the structure o{ the atoms
paved the way for a detaiied study of
the properties of elements. The studies
conducted by Moseley regarding the
properties of the elements related to
their position in the periodic table
finaliy proved that the basic properties
of elements depend on their atomic

How many periods are there?
How many groups are there?

Compare the modern periodic table
with Mendeleev's periodic table. What
similarities and differences can you
find? Make a note and present it in the
c1ass.

that
we can get from the modern periodic
table ? Fil1 up the blanks.
VVhat are the details of an element

Example: Lithium

numbers and not on their atomic

Atomic number

masses.

Moseley modified Mendeleev's

Symbol

periodic 1aw accordingly.

Name

*

Atomic mass

*

Properties of elements depend on
their atomic numbers.

Electron distribution

When elements are arranged in the

You have understood that the chemicai

ascending order of their atomic
numbers there is a repetition of their
properties at fixed intervals.

and physical properties of atoms

depend on their

configuration. \Alhen atoms of elements
combine, the electrons of the outermost
shell (valence electrons) participate in
the process.

How do you justify the statement that
the properties of elements depend on
their atomic numbers? Note down in
the science diary.

Ii

gt"

Llh um

Beryljum

2,1

2,2

ll

Na

rvtg

Sod um

lvlagnesi!m

2,8 2

281

It
2

Ca
Calcium

8,8,

1

@ie1vrissl .j

2,882

A

e

Bo(!r

Caborl

2,3

2,4

AI

51

lt

6

Nifogen

Oxygen

25

26

F

S icon

2,8,3

electronic

2.8,4

2,8 s

F

r.l'"

2,1

28

S

dr

A"

Sulphur

Chorlne
2,8 7

Aruor

2,8

6

2,8

8

Look at the portion of the periodic

Discuss and note
diary.

table given.

In

each period, as the atomic

Since elements in a group show similar

properties, the groups are termed

number increases, does the number
of valence electrons increase?

At fixed intervals, does the
distribution of electrons in the
outermost shel1 get repeated? Write

the electron distribution

of
elements in groups 1 and group 2
in table 3.5.

*

H

Li

Be

\2

Mg

Table 3.5

What pecuiiarity do you see in the
number of valence electrons ofthe
elements in the same group?
Does this apply to
also? Examine.

other groups

If so, what could be the reason for
the elements in the same group
showing similar properties?
Group
number
1

2
13
14
15
76

77
18

Note down the number of valence
electrons in each group in table 3.6.
Can you find any relationship
between the group number and the
number of valence electrons?

Valency is the combining capacity of
elements. Let us see how valency can
be determined on the basis of the
number of valence electrons.

K

*

as

element families. Learn their names by
referring to table 3.6. Try to complete
the other details to be included in the
table tfuough discussion.

Grotp 2

Group 1

in the science

*

What does an atom having two
electrons in its outermost shell do
to attain stability?
applicable.

T
T
T
T

Name of the element family

Alkali metal family
Alkaline earth metal farnily
Boron family
Carbon family
Nitrogen family
Oxygen family
Halogen family
Noble gas family

(/)

which ever is

Donates two electrons.
Accepts two electrons.
Donates one electronAccepts one electron.

Number of valence

Valency

electrons
1

1

Table 3.6

?hyflgg

!

!_qi-e.rt,ce!

|

I

3

3

What about an atom having seven

.

electrons?

There is representation for elements
in various physical states.

.

Valency is the number of electrons
donated, accepted or shared in this
manner.

Write down the common valency for
each group in table 3.6.

*

Let the atomic number of element
'X' be 6. If so, find out the details
given below. ('X' is not the correct
symbol of the element.)

Electronic
con{iguration

Similar properties are exhibited
within the group.
The elements in groups 3 to 12 are
called transition elements. If you
examine the periodic table you will
find that they are all metals. How many
of them are familiar to you? Write
down.

Through the periods
Examine the modern periodic table
and fill up table 3.7.
l\rhich

is the smallest period? \Mhat

Group number

are the elements present in it?

Valency

What is the relationship between
the period number and the number
of she11s?

tr\rhich are the groups not included in
table 3.6? Examine.

Observe the last elements of all the

The elements of the families included

in the table 3.6 are

periods. What is peculiar about

called

them?

representative elements. Look at some
of thefu characteristics.

. Show periodic repetition

o{

electronic configuration.

.

There are elements belonging to
di{ferent categories like metals,
non-metals and metalloids.

See the

sixth and seventh periods. Are

the 14 elements coming after
lanthanum (url-a), in the sixth period,
arranged in the same row? Similarly,
in the seventh period, what about the
elements coming after actinium (urAc)?

Period
number

Number of elements
in each period

Which are the shells in the
atoms in each period

Total number
of shells

1

2

K

1

2

8

K,L

2

3
4
5
Table 3.7

!,!fusiaolSafe1q9;

These are known as lanthanones and

actinones respectively. Note their
position in the periodic table. These
are generally termed as the inner
transition elements- Most of the
actinones are arti{icial elements.
Can you predict the position of an
element in the periodic table and its
properties by knowing only the atomic
number? As an example, write down
the characteristics of the element
having atomic number 17.

* Electron.ic conf igu ra tion
* leriod number
* Group number
* Element family * Valency
* Metal or non-meta
* Cha rge of ion *
*

Characteristics of an element
and the periodic table
With change in position in the periodic
table do the properties of elements
change? Let us examine some special
features existing in groups and
periods.

Atomic Size
You know that atoms are

sub
microscopic particles. Do atoms o{ all
elements have the same size? Analyse
the Bohr models of atoms. ({ig 3.2).

*

Is the size of the atom likely to
increase or decrease accordingly?

I

Does this trend continue

C

down.

D

In each group, where is the biggest
atom found - at the top or at the
bottom?

))
) R)
2,8,5
)R

Now let us analyse the trend in periods.

*

Which are the elements coming
within the same period?
Which are the ones coming within
the same group?

*
*

the

distribution o{ electrons and note

electrons of eiements A, B, C, and D.
(The symbols are not real).

B

in other

groups also? Examine

Can you find out?
Given below is the distribution of

A

As you go down a group, what is
the change noticed in the number
of shells?

*

What is the change in the positive
charge of the nucleus as you go from
left to right in a period?
Does the number of she11s increase?

Which is the noble element?
To which group and period does
element C belong?
PrriiiciiiSCie nCesi[l

s

The Bohr models of the elements in the 1st
group and the 2'd period in the periodic table
are given in the illustration (flg 3.2).

H

(())
\*-/
1

u

/Z;\

((o))

@@@o

\v/
--{,

i.q

2,s

2,6

2'7

Na

As the positive charge in the nucleus increases
the electrons in the shells will be attracted more
towards the nucleus. In the case of lithium in the
2'd period, the outermost electron is in the 'L'
shell. This electron is attracted by the 3 positive
charges in the nucleus.
\Arhat about beryllium? The outer most electrons
are still in the 'L' shell. There are 4 positive charges

in beryllium nucleus.
'L' shell of

likely to contract or expand
more compared to that of Li?
Is the

Be

For other elements of the 2'd period also the outer
most electrons continue to be in the 'L' shell.
Therefore, as one goes from left to right in the
period, the size of the atom decreases because of
the increase in the attraction of the nucleus due to
increase in the nuclear charge.

*
8, 18,8,

In each period, where will the largest atom be
- extreme left or right?

r

Prepare a note about how the size of the atom
changes in a group and in a period, and present it
in the class.

T6llruwrqolsqeltEi

Metallic character and non-

tendency to remain as positive ions.

metallic chatacret

This property is often termed

You have learned that the majority of
the elements are metals. On which side
of the periodic table are these
arranged?
Metals

Non-metals---

In between metals and non-metals,
metalloids, showing the properties of
both, are also found. Find out their
names and positions by referring to
the periodic table.

Molecules are formed

*

Among metals and non-metals,
which one shows the tendency to
accept electrons? Think about this
in relation to electron distribution
and stability. What is the
conclusion that can be reached?

(/)

l

the appropriate.

Metals generally accept

;

donate

l

/

/

share electrons.

/

Electronegative and electropositive
characters of elements depend on
many factors. The size of the atom is
an important factor. Let us examine.
During chemical combinatiory it is the
outer most electrons that are utilised
by the atoms. You have understood
that this is to complete the octet.

*

As the size of the atom increases,
wili the attraction of the nucleus on
the outer most electron increase or
decrease?

For the larger atoms which
tendency is greater-to donate
eleclrons or to accept electrons?

*

What about the smaller atoms?

Among the atoms of metals, is the
electropositivecharacter more
for the larger atom or the smaller
atom?

* In each group and each period,
what will be the trend in the

electropositive or metallic
character?

Non-metals generally accept

/donate

electropositive character. Metals are
electropositive elements.

by

the
combination of atoms. You know that
in order to attain stability, atoms will
donate, accept or share electrons. The
capacity of all elements to attract
electrons need not be the same. The
capacity of each atom to attract the
bonded electrons in a molecule is
called its electronegativity.

as

Going downward in each group

share electrons.

Metals generally show less of
electronegative character. In
compounds, they generally show

a

Going from left to dght in each period

Non-metals

are generally of

electronegative character. As the size
of t1"re atom decreases
electronegativity increases.

*

In the periodic table, what will be
the trend in the electronegative
character?

Going dovmward in the group

.
.

Size of the otom ..............................

F\ec1ronegnhuity ..........................

Going from left to right in a period

.

Size of the atom ..............................
Elecl ronegol iuil

y

On which side of the periodic table
are the elements with more of
electronegative character to be
found-bottom left or top right?

* Which are probably metalloids?
* Which is the element having the
hi ghest electrone

*

gativity?

\Arhich one has the highest metailic
character?

*
*

\Atrhich element has a valency of 4?

The elernent with five valence
electrons?

*
Set more questions and write down
the science diary.

in

Prepare a note about the importance

of the periodic table in the study of
chemistry and present it in the class.

Chemical bonding
Given below is an extract from the
periodic table. (table 3.8)

Given below is an incompiete form of
the periodic table. \4/ha t are given in
the cells are not exact symbols of

elements. Try and find out the
following, in relation to the position
of the elements.

*

4
Be

5

6

7

Li

3

B

C

N

o

F

11.

12

13

Mg

AI

15
P

76

Na

74
Si

17
CI

8

S

9

Table 3.8

Which molecules formed

Which is the element with the

by
combination of the elements in this
table are you {amiliar with? Add more
to the list.

highest electropositive character?

Or, Pr, NaCl, Clr, MgO, NarCO. F,

\Alhich is the smallest atom in the
2'd period?

\Alhich are the transition elements?

Ts I PhvsidoiScienCe!

1:

Among these which are the molecules
o{ elements? ('/) them.

All molecules are formed by the

When the two elements combine and
produce the more stable NaF, what are
the changes that take place?

combination of two or more atoms. The
force of attraction which keeps these
atoms together is called the chemical
bond.

For Sodium

Give a practical definition for chemical
bonding. Note it in the science diary.

How is this represented?

*

Electron (e )
Accepts donates)

/

-)

Na-e

Ionic bond

*

produced.

........... ion is

(atom)

In table 3.8 which are the elements

For Fluorine

having high elecf opositive character?

* Electron.....

Na.
(ion)
(Accepts

/

donates)
\A4rich are the ones having high
electronegative character?

ion is produced.
Complete the equation.

F+ e -+
Look at a compound formed by the
combination of an element having high
electropositive character with one
having high electronegative character.

.

Ha

ving high

electropositive

character

-

Na

. Having high electronegative
character - F
. Compound
- Sodium

distribution of Na and
23

IT
Electron

distribution
Bohr rnodel

chemical bonding only those are
shown in the dot diagram.

..-----.-.

Na

+

:.F.: --+lNa

(2,7)

I

[i':]-

-+ ruar

(2,8) (2,8)

F and

draw the

In NaF, the transfer of electrons is the
reason for the formation of ioru and the
resulting chemical bond. The chemical

'19

bond formed in this way by the transfer
of electrons is called ionlc bond. It is

Bohr model"

Element

electron kansfer between sodium atom
and fluorine atom. As only electrons
of the outer most shel1 participate in

-

Nal
Let us see how sodium fluoride is
f ormed. Write down the electron
Chemical formula

(ion)

Examine the dot diagram of the

(2,8,1.)

fluoride

.

(atom)

Na

F
9

the electrostatic force o{ attraction
between positive ions and negative
ions that keeps them together in ionic
bonding.

Analyse the possibility of chemical
bonding between magnesium and
fluorine by writing down the electron
disftibution of both the elements. How
many fluorine atoms are required to
combine with one magnesium atom?
What will be the chemical formula of
magnesium fluoride? Write down the
conclusions in the science diary.
Observe the dot diagram and explain
the nature of the bond.

t.r.
L..l

+

)

.
.
.

Between which type of elements
given below is ionic bond possible?
(/) the correct answer.

-

Symbol for sodium

- Na

Chemical f ormula for fluorine

- F, (diatomic molecule)
Chemical f ormula for sodium
fluoride - NaF
molecule

Na+F. +NaF
equation those on tlu left of
the arrozLt sign are reactants and those on
the right are products. The number of
atoms of euery element onboth sides must
also be equal.

-+

Electropositive

equation for the formation of
sodium fluoride.

In

2F+2{ )
Mgz* * ,u* -+ Mg F,

rt

Observe the method for writing the

MgF,

(2,8)

2e'

.

Writing in the form o{ an equation

(2,8)

[Mg]'.
L ..1

-

chemical formulae. Chemical changes
are expressed in simplified form using
such chemical equations.

t

(2,8)

Mg

equations using their symbols and

electropositive

a chemical

Examine whether this is true in the
equation written above.
Element

Number of
atoms in the
reactants

Electropositive + electronegative
Electronegative + electronegative

From the molecules you had listed
earlier, (by utilizing table 3.8) write
down those forming ionic bonds.

Na

1

F

2

Number of
atoms in
the product

The equation written after making the

bonding can be called ionic

number of atoms of every element
equal on both sides of the arrow sign
is called balanced chemical equation.
Now look at the equation obtained by

compounds.

balancing the equation given above.

NaCl, MgCl,,
Such compounds formed through ionic

Chemical equations
The changes which occur when
elements combine to form compounds

can be expressed
@.PhysiCc15c-191ce;

in the form

of

2Na + Fz -+ 2NaF

Now examine whether the numbers of
atoms of each element on both sides are
equal. Pay attention to the method by

which they are made equal. The

Here, as both the atoms involved in the

numbers of atoms are made equal by
adjusting the numbers of molecules.

bonding require one more electron
each to attain stability (completion of
the octet) it cannot be done by transfer
of an electron. Hence the chemical
bond is {ormed by sharing of two
electrons, one from each atom. This
type of chemical bond is called
covalent bond. This is indicated by a
sma11 line (-). The chemical bonding in
C1, molecule can also be indicated like

For this, on the left side of the chemical
formula of every reactant and product
appropriate number must be entered
so as to equalise the number of atoms
of every element on both sides of the
equation.

The chemical formula for sodium
oxide is NarO. Look at the equation for
its formation.

*
*

this.

*

How many electrons
are there in the outer most she1l of

Na + O, -+ NarO
Is this a balanced equation? If not
how can it be balanced?
\Arhich are the ions in NarO?

mo1ecu1e.

an oxygen a tom?

,,,;;X}

O:+:O -+ (oFlo) -+ O=O
\rx-'7
*'tor-*uary pairs o{ e1ectrons are
shared?

Given below are the equations for the
formation of some ionic compounds.

Are they all balanced chemical

Look at the covalent bond in the O,

Na + C1, -+

NaCl

' Mg+F, )
' Mg+o, -)
. Ca+Oz -)

MgF,

Did you see the difference between the
covalent bond in F, molecule and the
covalent bond in O, molecule? In F, it
is a single bond. In O, it is a double
bond.

Mgo

*

When a single bond is formed, how
many pairs of electrons are there in
the bond?

*

\A/hat about the double bond?

equations? Can't you balance those
which are not?

.

CaO

Covalent bond
You know that there are diatomic
molecules among elements. Try to list
those vou know.

cl2, o2,F11...........

Is the chemical bond in fluorine
molecule f ormed by electron
transfer? Find out by analyslng the
illustration for its formation.

lF. + .F! +

,.--.-..--'-\

(:F (l)

Formulate definitions for single
and double bonds.

The electron distribution of
nitrogen atom is 2,5. To attain
stability, how many more electrons
does nitrogen need?

F:, -+:F-F:

\'--^-'j"

PhyslaAlGienCeil@

two nilrogen atoms combine
to form N, how will they attain the
octet structure? Try to complete the
illuslration.

\Arhen

:Ni + iN:

-+ --- +:N=N:

*

how the chemical equation for this
reaction is written.

See

H, + Clr-+HCl

*

If the single bond in F, can be
indicated as F - F and the double
bond in O, as O

:

O, how is the

triple bond o{ nitrogen to

be

indicated?

How is the bond indicated?

Examine whether this is a balanced
equation. If not, balance it.

Look at how the bonding in carbon
tetrachioride (CC1r) molecule is
illustrated.
aa

Try to write down the bond in

aa
o
oQo +{ o Ql!
hydrogen molecule in this manner. o
aa

oUl

a

-+:cl

--y

aa

|

C
l

In molecules of compounds formed by

the combination of different nonmetallic elements also, the chemical
bonding occurs through electron

How many pairs of electrons are

sharing.

Look at how this bonding

Analyse the situation where H, and Cl,
combine to form HCl.

shared by the carbon atom with each
chlorine atom?

is

represented in a simpiified manner.
CI

cr c -ct
I

There is only one electron in the she1l
of hydrogen atom.

:k In order to attain the electronic
structure of helium and thus

CI

* In this molecule how

many

covalent bonds does carbon form?

become stable, how many electrons

are required?

What about each chlorine atom? Is

Electron distribution of chlorine rs
2,8,7.How can this attain stability?

H" + 'Cl! -+

+

H-Cl:

there any relation between the number
of covalent bonds forrned bv each
atom and the valency of that particular
atom?

.
.

Valency of carbon - 4
Number of covalent bonds formed

Look at the chernical bonding between
hydrogen and chlorine.

* How many pairs

o{ electrons are
shared? Is this covalent bond-a
single bond or a double bond?

4ll

l'nystcol 5crences

Valency

.

of chlorine - 1

Number of covalent bonds formed.

..
CI:

Is this true in other familiar covalent
molecules also?

Ionic compounds and covalent compounds

Methane is a compound formed by the
combination of carbon and hydrogen.
Chemical formula is CHn. Draw its

How does the difference in chemical
bonding affect the properties of
compoundsl Common salt is an ionic
compound. Wax is a covalent

molecular structure and trace the
bonds.

Compounds formed by means of
covalent bonds are generally ca11ed
covalent compounds.

compound. Compare their properties.
See the differences.

Look at table 3.9 showing the general
properties of ionic compounds and
covalent compounds.

I
[

Ionic
compounds

Properties

Covalent

.ornpo.rrd,
Found in

Solid

State

Solubilitv in water

a [1

the tfuee sta tes

Soluble in organic solvents
like kerosene, CCln, ethanol,
benzene etc. (A few dissolve in

Soluble

water also)

Conduct electricity in
solution and in molten

Electrical
conductivity

Do not conduct electricitv.

state.

Meiting point and
boiling point

High

Generailv 1ow

Table 3.9

Find out more examples of ionic compounds and covalent compounds and note
their names and ghemical formulae in the science diary.

Given below is a table showing the properties of certain substances.
(table 3.10)

Electrical conductivity

Melting
point 'C

Boiling
point "C

Does not dissolve

1540

27 60

No

Does not dlssolve

65

120

Yes

Yes

808

1465

Solid

Molten

state

state

Dissolved state
(in water)

A

Yes

Yes

B

No

C

No

Substance

Table 3.10

E
t

g
r_

e
'('

Analyse the data given in the table and try to find out the following.

*
*
*

The substance likely to be an ionic compound.
The substance that is likely to be a metallic element.
The substance iikely to be a covalent compound.

Find out the reasons for your conclusions and write down in the science dia-ry.
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